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In English, we have been focusing our writing on ‘George
and

the dragon’ and the Christmas film clip ‘Edgar the

dragon.’ We have continued breaking the story into small
parts and really thinking about which lenses to use and
how we can challenge ourselves with other lenses.
In Maths, we have been looking at four operations: addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. We have looked at different methods and used lots of resources to help us understand how it is done. We think that short division method is
better because you just need to think how many….go into….and
its quite easy.

In Art, we have been working on our clay dragon
eyes. First we sketched our plans then we started
making them. We had to wait one whole week for
them to dry! Then the exciting part happened.... We
got to paint them all sorts of different colours. All
of them were amazing!

In PSHE, we have been looking at the

In PE we have been practicing our skills in

human body and learning the scientific

rugby/tag rugby. We have learnt that you

way of saying the private parts. We have

cannot dive, take someone else’s tag when

also been learning about keeping ourselves

they are putting one of their tags on, not

safe… in person and online.

pushing the ball away from you instead,
pocket to rocket. We are really looking forward to playing some class matches.

In History and Geography, we have been looking at maps and
using coordinates to locate different landmarks. We used laptops
and the Digimaps app to find Frimley and compared maps from
1950 and today. We were particularly surprised at how much our
school has changed1

In Music, we have been learning to use the
In RE, we have been learning about God’s
rescue plan. We looked at different stories
from the Bible and created freeze frames.
We also created art work to show how
different rescues.

bells. In classes, we perfected ’Jingle Bells’.
You can watch our masterpiece here:

https://youtu.be/OJAoKPd3K5E

